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CITY OF FRANKLIN ADOPTS A NEW FLAG

FRANKLIN – The City of Franklin adopted a new flag at the Board of Works meeting. The Franklin Mayor's Youth Leadership Council from Franklin Community High School spent several weeks designing the new City flag as one of their projects. The blue and gold flag colors represent Franklin College colors. The white represents safety, cleanliness, and truth. Each star has a singular representation of tradition, community, opportunity, education, innovation, and commerce.

Pictured from left: Jonathan Ott, Sam VanderVeen, Mayor Steve Barnett, and Alice Flanagan
City of Franklin flag design adopted Monday, April 17, 2017.

About the Franklin Mayor’s Youth Leadership Council

The Franklin MYLC consists of 15 high school students interested in working with the Mayor to better our community. Their mission is to empower the student leaders of Franklin with engaging service opportunities that aspire to benefit the entirety of our Franklin community. The City of Franklin honored Alice Flanagan, the designer of the original 1979 City flag.

For more information, contact the City of Franklin Mayor’s Office at 317.736.3602 or mayor@franklin.in.gov.
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